
JUSTICE RICHARD TUCKER

The Accused

The following document asks the question why the Crown allowed its Prosecution to

hinder the pre-trial of Asil Nadir in 1992-93 by incriminating the Judge, Richard Tucker,

with the unsubstantiated allegation initially of bribery and then conspiracy.

It further seeks to question why Justice Richard Tucker permitted such unprecedented

proceedings to continue over a period of six months without any credible evidence from

the Prosecution. Should he not have halted the proceedings for contempt of his court,

or demanded absolute evidence from the Prosecution of their bribery/conspiracy

allegation, or simply stood down himself. Did he seek direction from a higher level and, if

so, from whom?

Was Justie Tucker an unwitting tool of this higher authority, used to frustrate the true

course of justice in the Nadir proceedings or was he himself unwittingly playing a part in

that frustration through seeming ineptness?

This document has been compiled directly from the text of daily court transcripts with

eye witness corroboration, and statements from the text of the lifting of reporting rest

let ions'(The Independent and Secikrn 4 (2) Applicatbn) held in ftont of Justbe Tucker on

29th November 1993.

In November 1993, the lndependent newspaper applied to the courts for the lifting of

reporting restrictions (section 4 (2)), in respect of the pre.trial hearings of Regina -V- Asil

Nadir. lt was during these hearings that the unprecedented accusations of bribery and then

conspiracy were levelled by the SFO and the DPP at the trialjudge, Mr Richard Tucker.
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Presiding judge: Richard Tucker

Representing the SFO: David Calvert Smith QC

Representing the DPP: Alun Jones QC

Representing the Independent: Andrew Nicol QC

A representative of the Attorney Generalwas present in court

Newspaper reports after the hearing:

......Novernber 1993 - bllowing lengthy investbsti(re, the Crown Prosecution Service

has announced that

"....there was'no evidence to support the allegation'"

.....29th November 1993 - Mr David Calvert-Smith representing the SFO, said,

"....it was now realised the allegafions against Mr Justice Tucker were

's p u io u s and g ro u ndless"'

......29th November 1993 - Receiving the apology, MrTuckersald

".....1 have known ftom the start it was affant and outrcgeous nonsense - I

thought that if anything leaked out about fhe so called unsubstantiated

allegations of bribery, I felt Mr Nadir could nat have a fair tial"

** lgtt February 1994 - George Staple, the Director of the Serious Fraud Office was

obliged to apologise to the Commons Home Affairs Committee for allowing lawyers to

suggest that a judge had been bribed

It is expected that the reader has a background knowledge of the PPI/Asil Nadir case

history, therefore, it is only necessary at this moment of time to backtrack on some of

the hard points which led up to the point of the pre-trial hearings in ftont of Justice Trd€r.
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The Serious Fraud Office raid on South Audley Management in September 1990

produced a situation whereby the SFO attacked the private company of the Chairman

& CEO and major shareholder of Polly Peck lntemational and, by not informing the

Stock Exchange in advance, created a situation which led to the collapse of the shares

of PPl. No charges had been forthcoming from that raid and thereafter the SFO mounted a

campaign to 'tnd" evidence that would substantiate their original attack and, therefore,

eliminate their responsibility for the sudden collapse of PPl.

On the 30th October 1990, six days after PPI went into Administration, the SFO

mounted another highly publicised raid on PPI's headquarters in Berkeley Square. The

press had been informed and astonished office staff was told that 
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stafi from Tstrehe itoss already wcking in thetuilding investlgating PPl, with Mr Nadir's

prior knowbdge and consent. lt was during this raid that privileged documents were first

seized and later circulated to unauthorised bodies also involved in the fall of PPl.

Mounting further pressure, the authorities implemented another high-profile exercise

when they elected to arrest Nadir on his return to the UK in December 19901 Ii: ?T"left, ,

was diverted from Luton to Heathrow by air trafllc pJtrgl, f!{ qrmed police with Police ..;.,
dogs surrounded the aircraft in combat style and arrested everybody on board. Asil

Nadir was held in custody for over 24 hours whilst the SFO deckJed what they were to

charge him with. He was then detained in Wormwood Scrubs Prison for four days until the

highest bail in history of f3,500,000 was provided.

History shows that throughout what could be referred to as the 'Nadir Abuses Saga',

the SFO conducted themselves in a draconian and sometimes illegal fashion not only

through their highly publicised raids, anests, and constant seizure of defence papers but

also in their abuse of power by conferring with other regulatory authorities and

indeed full-scale circulation of Mr Nadir's privileged documents. lt took three years -

and the loss of a senior politician (Michael Mates MP) - before one of these abuses of

law was exposed, resufting In the Attomey General (Sir Nicholas Lyle) being obliged to

make an apology, albeit economical with the facts, to the House of Commons

concerning the distribution of privileged documents.

In addition, the SFO were seen to prevaricate and indeed use "bully-boy" tactics

throughout the duration of more than one year (1991) whilst the case remained in the
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Magistrates' Courts. Their aim seemed to be to confuse and delay with regard to fte

number and type of charges they would ultimately submit for trial.

At one stage towards the end of the magistrates'hearings in 1991, a Chief Magistrate

expressed his annoyanoe at the time the case was taking and ordered the case papers to

be ready by a particular date. The SFO bluntly informed him that it was for the director of

the SFO to decide when the transfer to High Court would take place and not the Chief

Magistrate

On 28th February 1992 Mr Jr/st ice-,'Tucker, the High Court Judge appointed totake

the case through to trial, stated'at'ttre outset of this new stage of the proceedings that

the maximum number of charges he would like to see would be six but that he would

contemplate ten. These comments were prompted by the collapse of the second

Guinness trial two weeks before and the length, expense and complexity of the Blue

Arrow case. In fact the SFO ignored this dictum by maintaining their right to pursue 76

charges.

On 18th May 1992 Mr Nadir and his Counsel travelled to Stafford Criminal Court where

Justice Tucker was sitting as a circuit judge only to find the case adjourned after a short

time.

On 8th June at Birminghan:r CC Justice Tucker dismissed forty-six of the Proseq.rtion's

charges of ttre'ft totralling #119m against Mr Nadir on a jurisdiction premise.

On 22"d June the SFO mounted a concentrated challenge to Tucker's decision to
dismiss those charges. Robert Owen QC for the SFO accused Tucker of setting up a

'Traudsters' chartef'and sairJ that contrary to the Judge's ruling, Mr Nadir dirJ not have the

authority for" the transfers of money from PPI to Unipac, a subsidiary company. Again

an exampb of the Prosecution contesting the Justioe Tucke/s ruling.

As a result of their submission the Prosecution won the right to appeal against the

decision of 8th June, culminating in their invidious right to reinstate those charges

should they feel inclirred.

A lot of time was spent therefore at the next hearing on 7th Septembertrying to clarifu

exactly which charges the defence were to prepare for, given that the SFO were now in a

position to alter the counts on indictment at whim.
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Later that month on 25th September (1992) the Defence advised the court in advance

of the next hearing that it would seek a bail variation to allow Mr Nadir to travel to

Northem Cyprus to gather his defence evidence.

*** On 2M October 1992 the first indication of what was to become known as the

"allegation of a bribery plot" c.ame to light. lt is not proposed to discuss at this moment,

the quality or substance of the so called evidence which the SFO produced and

subsequently passed on to the police. Suffice to say that in late 1993early 1994 the CPS

said there was 'ho evidence to supprt the atlegation" and George Staple, Director of the

SFO, apologised to a House of Commons commiftee for allowing lawyers to suggest that a

Judge had been bribed or was about to be bribed.

2nd October was the date set for a bail variation hearing. Mr Nadir and his Defence

Counsel together with Robert Owen QC for the Prosecution awaited the appearance

of Judge Tucker only to find that he was not going to appear in the court, but was in

fact in his chambers and in good health. His non-appearance was on the instruction

of Lord Chief Justice Taylor and Sir Nicholas Lyell (Attomey &neral), as a result of a

certain document which the SFO had said had come to hand the previous day. This

document appeared to relate to the payment of f3,500,000 in the event of Asil Nadir

leaving the UK, and was allegedly signed by Mr Nadir's sister, Bilge, and his mother,

Safiye. The SFO's contention was that this sum of money was to be paid to the Judge

subject to a successful variance of bail, enabling Mr Nadir to retrieve his passport and

leave the country. To the surprise of the court, Mr Justice Pill emerged to replace Judge

Tucker-- Anthony Scrivener (Mr Nadi/s Counsel) felt unable to continue with the variation

application in front of a new judge who was not versed with the details of the trial. A

new hearing date was set for 6th November.

COMMENT

The scenario on 2nd October sets the stage for what will be seen as an unprecedented

accusation against a High Court Judge over a period of six months, wiftout eviden@, as

was to be admitted later (see lifting of reporting restrictions November 1993).

The SFO, by their own admission, had received a telephone callfrom one Michael Francis

(alias Kent, Adams, Stuart Waverley, and others), as far back as 29th July 1992.

They had passed this "information" over to the Metropolitan Police at New Scotland Yard

and after eight weeks, and just one day before a bail hearing application,they ''/
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produced "the document" (a Photostat A4 sheet of paper with blanked out wihess

signatures and dubious writings both typed and handwritten) - This document (which did

not exist according to the CPS at a later date) was the only evidence that the police

could offer as so called proof of an alleged bribery plot against a judge of the highest

court in the land. Their informant was a known criminal with a long rmrd of violence,

who had been known to the pofice for over 10 years. However, the Attorney General

(Sir Nicholas Lyell), Lord Chief Justice Taylor, Barbara Mills, Head of the DPP, and George

Staple, Director of the SFO, all decided with senior police officers that Justice Tucker

should be made aware of the allegation, hence his non-appear€rne.

** On the 6th November, Justice Tucker decided to appear in court to give his reaction

to being served with an SFO document concerning the allegation. Owen (SFO)

opened the proceedings by-requesting Tucker to order the Contempt of Court Act

(reporting restrictions) to be put in place concerning what he (Owen) was about to

reveal. Tucker agreed to do so and continued,

"lt is an astonishing document and an astonishing suggestion".

Owen replied,

"lt is only ight that I should mention that those responsible for the investigatbn

(police) instruct fhose instructing me (SFO) that therc is a prabability that offierc

involved in that investigation would wish to interuiew your Lordship. My Lord, I am

obliged to mention that, because if may be relevant to the question of your

Lordship's view of continuing to prcside overthis maftef'.

Tucker expressed concern about the impending trial date (7.3.33) and Owen said that

he thought the Prosecution would be able to resolve the problem of the allegation

"within twa weeks or thereabouts".

Tucker declared he found his position "most unsatisfactory and unsetfling" and after

further comment from Ouren about difficulties for the Prosecution to proceed he declared

"lt is unprecedented".

Counsels then proceeded to discuss the implications of the allegation and i'ts efiect on

the proceedings.

Scrivener (for Mr Nadir) said
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"l invited the Aftomey General perconally tday to conduct an inquiry into the way

fhis case has been prcsecuted and he has said he will undertake that task"

(this was to be reftXed by Lyell a ferrrr daye later). He abo blt that the bial date of 7fr March

was "unrealistic" but urged Tucker to remain in charge of the case.

Further discussion then took plae about the differing times of the disclosure letter from

the Attorney General concerning the allegation Tuckers' s letter was faxed to him at

10.30 am the previous day and Scrivener's at 5.28 pm. thus giving him no time to prepare

for the next day.

Because of the probable delay of the trialdue to the allegation; Tucker said

"l am beginning to wonder who is in charge of this case Mr Owen, whether it is

me or whether it is fhe Prosecution".

Upon further pressure from Owen concerning timing, Tucker continued,

"...what alarms nre is the suggestion that someone may cr,me and wish to interuiew

me".

Scrivener said that he hoped the Attorney General would do something about it and

Tucker replied

"l think he had better do something about it".

Finishing, Tucker said he would also take advice conceming his own position.

Owen explained that Staple and Lyell had consufted each other from the outset, but lTucker

said "l feef very unsetthd about the whob thing" and stated again that it was "a day

wasted".

(Adjourned)

COMMENT

The attitude of Tucker was one of annoyance and expressed surprise at the Prosecution's

advice that he might have to consider vvhethef to remain in charge of the trial. He was very

concemed about the almost inevitable change in the trial date and he obviously looked

forward to the Attorney General doing something to ease the situation.
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Owen had managed to invite (persuade) Tucker to order reporting restrictions, not as

Tucker was to say later, for the benefit of the Defendant (Nadir), but in fact for the benefit

of the SFO, who could now hide from the public arena the oncoming onslaught of

unfounded allegation which was to continue throughout the next six months of pre-trial

hearings.

Owen continued to remind Tucker of his possibb precarious pmition for the future and

played the apologetic but firm hand of a Prosecution backed by the DPP, Attorney

General and Lord Chief Justice.

Without doubt Tucker felt "very unsettled".

Also on 6th November Scrivener wrote to Sir Nicholas Lyell a strong letter of protest

saying that he considered the "information available" with reference to the bribery

affegation 'Would not justif interuiewing anyane, let alone a High Court Judge". He

complained about the different timings of the AG's disclosure of the matter to the

various parties saying that either the Defence were to be given the shortest possible

warning or, as the Judge remarked, the Defence might contact the Judgre. He expressed

extreme concern with the Prosecution's handling of the case, the SFO's denial of
obvious major PPI assets in Turkey and N Cyprus, Mr Nadir's extraordinary public

arrest at Heathrow airport together with the record bail of [3,500,000, and many other

bizarre and unreasonable events surrounding the trial proceedings.

On 13h November the Attomey Gener:al was to reply, saying he thought Scrivener was

under a misconmption about the role of the SFO. He did not think it bizarre that the
police should seek to interview Tucker if necessary and that Owen had been most

careful in his v'rordirg to Tucker. Furfrenrpre he deniqJ that he rrrouH undertake an inquiry

into the allegation affair and was unaware that he (Scrivener) had made a substantive

request for such. He felt that any anxiety in the present case did not relate to any

actions of the SFO. (This reply was a complete denial of responsibility by the AG, and

a passing of the buck to George Staple of the SFO. lt was tantamount to an assault on

the integrity of the Judge, the Court, and British Justice).

*** The 15tr December was another bail variation hearing and Oren again oppced the

application very strongly. He declared that if Mr Nadir was allowed to go to Cyprus, he may

not retum for his trial, and that he might interfere with witnesses and material

documents. Added to this, was the issue of the bribery allegation document. Tucker
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said,

"l shallwant to hear sorne evidence about that. That document remains a mystery

to me".

Owen replied that he would be calling.Chief Superintendent Glendenning from Special

Operations Department at New Scoi land Yard to deal with the matter. Tucker noted

that Mr Nadir and his sister Bilge were arrested on 5 November (one day before the

bail variation hearing) on the premise that they were both involved in a plot to bribe him.

(They were both subsequently released without charge).

Scrivener said he had not been shown an original of the alleged bribery document.

Chief Sup Thomas Glendenning was sworn in and said that he had difficultbs in

concluding his inquiries by virtue of the absence of the source of information. Scrivener

cross-examined Glendenning about the anest and questioning of Mr Nadir on the Sth

November and ascertained that during two interviews (the second being on 10th

December) no questions were asked conceming the alleged corruption charge.

Glendenning agreed that NO such questions were asked, and that Mr Nadir was

bailed for three months. He also agreed that the search warrant and subsequent

arrest of Mr Nadir were executed the day before the hearing of 6th November, and that

the evidence of the document had been known to the police nearly five weeks before
that date. Scrivener asked whether the timing of the anest had been anything to do with

the bail application. Glendenning answered,
, ,.,., ',

"lt may have been". 
,f ,.

and confirmed that a valuable painting was involved as a known assei-He also confinned

that the police would be interviewing witnesses in the jurisdiction. Scrivener then asked

about the originali$ of the allegation document and Glendenning replied that it was a
photocopy, and that he thought the original was in Switzerland. He confirmed that he had

NO signed statement from the informant or from any other witnesses and that his

further inquiries might be concludd'\vithin a three month wiod".

Tucker then questioned Owen about some of the content of the document and Owen
asked Glendenning for some explanation. He replied,

"...at the moment, we have NO evidence whatsoever to support what is atleged in

that lettef',
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and went on to say

"....that he had NO srgned witness statement conceming the police

speculation that large sums of money had been moved with the probability

that they might be used in connection with the bribery allegation"

Scrivener continued by asking Glendenning if it was ever his intentbn to

interview Tucker (as orrcn had infened on 2d Oc'tober) Glendenning replied

"We have NEVER declared that intention, my Lord".

Scrivener asked further.

"the answer is that you have never suggesfed, an your part, that you had

sufficient evidence to wanant interuiewing the percon named in that

passage (Tucker)".

Glendenning replied,

"l NEVER had any evidence thatwould suggesf such a course of action".

(Hearing adjoumed)

COMMENT

At this hearing Owen still strongly objected to bail variation and called Glendenning to the

witness stand to give the court details of the police progress in their inquiries of the

bribery allegation- Glendenning admitted that they had no witness statements at all.

The only evidence was a Photostat copy of the said document, and that he now expected

his inquiry to extend from the original two weeks, stated at the outset on 6th November,

to a probabfe THREE MONTHS, He agreed that the timing of Mr Nadi/s arrest may

have been coincidental with the next day' s bail application hearing and that Mr Nadir

was anested and bailed for three months but that no questions concerning the

bribery allegation were asked of Mr Nadir or of his sister during their interviews. When

it came to Owen's previous intimidatory proposal that Judge Tucker might be

interviewed, Glendenning completely denied that he had any evidence to suggest that the

Judge might be intervievrred by polioe.

\Mat had been achbved at this hearing was another voluminous waste of time, and the
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bail application being subject to further delay thus denying Mr Nadir the right to travel

to N. Cyprus to collect evidence for his defence.

Justice Tucker, atthough happbr with the fact that Glendenning had told him he was not

going to be interviewed, was still further intimidated by the prospect of an extended

inquiry by the police into the allegation, thus destabilising the future trial date.

Mr Nadir however was now under additional bail reporting conditions. Both he and his

sister had been further smeared by the media whilst under supposed questioning in

police ceffs, and his character as an "innocent until proven guilty" person was being

eroded by the media on a daily basis- "Guilty by allegation" was fast becoming the

norm.

*** During the course of the next two days (16th-17th December 1992) the Court was to

hear much discussion as to the number of oounts on the indicfnent \rhich the SFO deemed

ne€ssary for the trial. Tucker had previously asked for a lesser number of charges and

reached agreement with the Prosecution and set a new trial date for 13th September

1993. Tucker asked for more details about the bribery allegation ard was toH that il is an

ongoing OPERATIONAL enquiry. He remained puzzled by the allegation and Scrivener

told him again that neither his client (Nadifl nor seemingly anyone else had been

interviewed by the police on this matter.

Scrivener said,

"There has been no interuiew. They have got no statement frcm the witness.

They have nothing".

However, Tucker still refused to give Mr Nadir his passport back for a short term

escofted trip to N. Cyprus.
*"* The next hearing on 8u' March was to prove the climax of abuse by the SFO, Police and

DPP towards the Judge.

In court that day was Mr Nadir and Anthony Scrivener, Mr Robert olryen QC for the

SFO, and - surprisingly - Mr Alun Jones QC for the DPP. Jones anived a few minutes

before Justice Tucker was about to appear and beckoned towards Scrivener. He told

Scrivener that the allegation of bribery was now to be upgraded to that ol 'onspiracy to

perueft the course of justice". Scrivener was visibly shaken as he returned to his place

and explained the new position to Mr Nadir.
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Tucker entered the court and Owen explained to him that Mr Alun Jones was present

to represent the DPP. Tucker confirmed his understanding that Scrivener was going

to apply to have him (Tucker) discharge himself, but Scrivener asked for Alun Jones to

be heard first. Jones said,

"Mr Nadir is appearing beforc a Judge who the Crawn says he vvas cotspiring to

bribe".

Although Jones did not suggest an approach had been made to Tucker, he said the matter

had been considered very seriously by those instructing him, and he told Tucker that he

(THE JUDGE), Mr Nadir, Anthony Scrivener and Wynn Jones, ex Assistant

Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, were ALL implicated in a charge of conspiring to

pervert the course dirdb -

Tuckerastounded gas@,

"firb!!!"

and then asked Alun Jorres to rcpet the names for clarity. Jones went on to say that

he was representing the DPP (Barbara Mills) and that he knew a good deal more about

the detrails of the new allegatbn than he couH discbe in court. But, he stated,

"The police have got to the stage from which if r.s reasonable to conclude that

this allegation is not a hoax or a prank".

Jones continued by assuring the Judge that he himself felt that the allegation was not

true, but persisted in pointing out the difficulties that such an allegation could bring if

further evidence was to be forthcoming- He opined that Mr Nadir, or those on his

behalf, might be trying to destabilise the trial, or possibly it was an attempt to do so by his

enemies.

Tucker asked,

TWtere does thattake me Mr. Alun Jones?"

Jones again said that the police dird not dismiss the albgation as a hoax or a prank, and

that further investigations would take at least two months or possibly more.

Tucker asked.
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"Would you mind telling me what the alleged connection between Mr Nadir,

me, Mr Scrivener and Mr Assr.sfanf CommissionerWynn Jones is?"

Jones replied,

"l cannot tell your Lordship that. lt rs an operational matter. The identity of

informants rs an important mnsi&ration I have in mid".

He then continued in a long diatribe of legal jargon which meant that Tucker could end

up with a conflict of interest in the event of possible disclosures and find it hard to know

what to do. (ln real terms he would have to discharge himsetf. J

Continuing to press his case, Jones said the informants might have cause to be frightened

and submifted that.

"An behalf of the DPP, there are serious problems foreseeable and dangers in

your Lordship prcsiding overthe trial".

Scrivener told Tucker that Mr Nadir was unwell and submitted a doctor's report. He

continued by saying that he hoped the trial date would not be affected by the

Prosecution's on-going saga of the conspiracy claim and withdrew his application to

discharge Ttd€r.

Ouren then rose and explained that neither he nor Jones had actually asked the Judge to

stand down, but went on to say that he shared with Jones the anxiety of the Crown in

this matter.

Tucker replied, "So far as I am concerned, I am staying with this case, Mr. Owen".

Owen still persisted in giving another long winded pros and cons argument as to the

Judge staying or going, ending with the words,

'....the Crown is greatly concemd that any such attempt, if that is what it be, to

destabilise the trial should succeed. The implications of it succeeding and

becoming public knowledge are horrendous. That we see as a very strong

argument that your Lordship should think long and hard before consideration of
disqualifying yourself from this tiaf'-

Tucker replied guickly,
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"l am not thinking about disqualifying".

Yet again Owen persisted in his words

"lf your Lordship were to discharge yourself, then that would ceftainly not

necessarily be the end of ffie mattef''

COMMENT

Here we have a day when the SFO and the DPP send two eminent QG's into Court and

Alun Jones (DPP) told Tucker of the upgraded charge from bribery to conspiracy.

It appearcd that no evidene of sucfr a serious charge was availabb to the court except

that the "no known evidence" was being diligently investigated by Glendenning and

his operationally sensitive team.

Are we to believe that the informants (Francis) welfare was more importrant than the

reputation of a High Court Judge, bt alone the others accused?

We are told that the head of the DPP and other senior authorities had agreed to allow

Jones to inform Tucker of their anxieties.

On what evidence?

Why did both Owen and Jones persistently tell the Judge that they themselves feft that

there was no substance to the albgation but still kept using the inferene that Tucker ought

to consider his position?

Tucker, by now had become increasingly disturbed by the conspiracy charge and was

clearly unsure of his legal standing as a presiding judge. He asked what would happen if

he stood down. He said there was inference of a conspiracy, but no evidence. He also

talked of destabilisation.

It would seem that Mr Nadils enemies, who were possibly trying to destabilise the

proceedings were already in Court, namely the SFO and DPP.

*** 12th March found Justice Tucker and Scrivener in chambers discussing the arrest

and bail of Mr Nadir on 1Oth March by Glendenning in connection with the conspiracy

charge. Scrivener confirmed the anest without charge, and added that the police must

have reached a level of reasonable suspicion to proceed with the anest.
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Tucker confirmed that he had never met Mr Nadir or vice versa outside of the court

room.

Scrivener then said that he was in an embanassing position but, because of the anest,

he felt obliged to apply for Tucker to be discharged. He feft that if Mr Nadir and Tucker

were alhged to be involved in a plot to pervert the course of iustice then it would be odd

for that Judge to try the case.

Tucker asked Oren to state his position and heard,

"My Lord, we saw *ong arguments v,rhy your Lordship sltould remain in rcntrcl of

this tial, but we did identify what we saw as possrb/e dangers"-

Alun Jorres corfirmed the sane line as Oruen, and Tucker replbl,

"Mr Alun Jones, I know absolutely nothing afuut fhese matters save what I have

heard from you. Are the other three pafties to be interuiewed?"

Jones said he could not say but there seemed no immediate prospect of that and

enquiries were continuing.

Tucker said,

"l am min&d to stay with the case. I woud only leave it if very rcgent grounds were

shown and, I am bound to say, after taking advice from other quafters".

Jones then launcfred into anottrer long speech in which he reiterated that the police have

been investigating since October 1992 and there was more than a danger, a

sensibfe possibility that "something else will happen which will impel an application

(discharge) to be made". Jones also warned of adverse Press coverage and

mentioned Private Eye magazine.

Tucker hit back and said.

"Until this matter was mised in Octofuf in&d nar.sed with me, I think in November, I

had not the slightest idea what was going on, and I still do not".

He continued,

"....it is outngeous that a Judge should have to say such things. I wish to make
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my position plain. I have not the slighfesf idea of what is going on and I am

completely unaware of any approach, altempt, anyffiing at all".

Jones then made a statement concerning the responsibility of his brief.

"l do not make my obseruations of Monday without VERY CAREFUL and

anxious consi&ntions, not just professional$, but at a VERY HIGH LEVEL".

Tucker proceeded to point out that Scrivener was now applying for his (Tucke/s)

discharge, a role reversal of what the Prosecution had implied might be necessary the

previous November but which they now felt was not necessary. Jones launched off

again with a foreboding of a real threat "to the integrity of the independence of the

British justice sysfem" and that weighed heavily with them.

Tucker expressed his view that he would not embark on this trial until he knew his

position in relation to the DPP.

Scrivener concluded succinctly,

"The problem is that the harm may already have been dane. The allegation

having been made, it may come up during the trial. Meanwhile, even if the

allegation is dropped, if it is maintained against Mr Nadir, then the thought must

be there - How can the judge, who was the target of this, caused all this

embamssment, try the case?"

COMMENT

Here is indeed a day of role reversal- Prosecution now seemingly support Tucker

against Scrivener's application for discharge. Albeit with further hints of fresh evidence

("no evidence') Jones felt responsible towards the integrity of British justice but

reserved the right to apply for discharge should something new cotne to light. Prosecution

could now play the white man having painted a black picture of foreboding at earlier

hearings and be seen to be acting as honest traders concerning the judge. Robert Owen

was to break that myth at the very next appeal hearing.

"** Appeal Court Hearing on 1 April 1993. The Defence has not yet been able to procure

the court transcripts of this appeal by Soivener to remove Tucker, who hd refused

Scrivene/s application on 12 March to stand down. The three Appeal Court Judges were

faed by Scrivener and Owen and it was Owen who throughout the hearing eloquently
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spoke with praise and legal argument for Tucker to remain in charge of the trial.

Suffice it to say that Scrivener lost his appeal and Tucker was re'confirmd as trial

Judge.

Seemingly, Owen should have been satisfied with the decision, but in an extraordinary

outburst he submitted that in fact the SFO did not think that Tucker should remain in

charge of the impending trial. He began to quote some of Scrivener's previously

heard submissions but was soon intemrpted by the Appeal Judges and told that he (SFO)

had won the appeal. Unsilenoed he applied for LEAVE TO APPEAL to the House of

Lords for the removal of Tucker. There were moments of near farce as the three Appeal

Judges peered down on Orren and toH him again tnt he had won the case during which he

had spoken so highly of Tucker. When Owen continued to press for appeal against the

verdict, he was coldly told "NO!", and it was only then that he left a very bewildered and

bemused courtroom.

Robert Owen had in fact, in a moment of truth, clearly shown that the real intentions of

the SFO had been to remove Justice Tucker, pmsibly in the hope of a protracted rc-trial,

and in failing to do so were left with a Judge who had already drastically reduced the

original charges, and who might grant a favourable bail variance oderto Mr Nadir.

CONCLUSIONS

One of the first understardings that the reader shouH have is that the majority of the

hearings described in this document were subject to the law of sub-judice and therefore

unavailable to the media and public at the time.

However "baks" derogatory to Mr Ndir were systematically reported throughout the whole

period of the court hearings as had happened on so many other previous occasions.

The sub-judice rule (Sect 4(2)) was applied, as Judge Tucker was to say on 29

November 1993 during the lndependent newspaper application to lift reporting

restrictions, not to protect him but to ensure that Mr Nadir had a fair trial. In fact the

Prosecution used that rule to cloak their own activities in court regarding their "spunous

and groundless" allegatbns of bribery against Mr Nadir and the Judge over a period of six

months. Even now the transcript for the Appeal hearing on 1$ April 1993, regarding the

Defence application for Tucker to stand down, is not available.

Tucker says more (29111193),
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"There must be no reference at all to the order made on 1 April 1993 by the Court

of Appeal".

Why not? ls it because it clearly shows that Owen for the SFO called for leave to

appeal to the House of Lords against the decision he had just won (Tucker to

REMAIN). This extraordinary reaction from a bamed QC indicates that in rel terms he

was surc that the three Appeal Judges would, with the evidence brought before them,

decide that Tucker could no longer try the case. All the efforts of Orven and Jones to

destabilise the Judge would have pakl off, but they themselves wouH be able to say (as

indeed they did thereafter) that

". ....we have never asked your Lordship to step &trf:

Why would the Prosecution go to these unbelievable and dangerous lengths?

On the 29th July 1992 the SFO had received the bribery allegation "information"from

their informant (Francis). Ttey had passed it to the Police (Glendenning) and then,

believing more hard evidence rr,rouH follow, they infonned ffre Judge of their suspicions.

Here was an opportunity to slow down the pre-trial hearings, prevent Mr Nadir fuom

securing a bail variation to ffavel to Cyprus, increase the loss of his credibility, and with a bit

of luck remove a Judge who had already dismissed 46 charges.

One reason for the Prosecution's actions could have been to just purely waste time,

probably with a view to collection of more evidence either by themselves or with

the help of the Administrators.

Owen said on 8th March.

"lf it came abaut that the application (to discharge Tucker) was renewed the

whole trial would come to an end and the whole process, the whole trial would

have to start again a new Judge woud have ta start ftom the beginning and make

frcsh otdets".

In other words, a re-trial, with a new Judge, more charges, more time wasting, and a

defendant additionally smeared with a possible bribery allegation.

It should not be forgotten that all this time the Administrators, far from trying to keep PPI

alive, vtrere still laying off staff and most questionably dispcing of cornpany asseb

throughoutthe worH.
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The whole scenario of the bribery and conspiracy allegation was amazing in its

conception.

\Mro wouH actually dream up a plot to bribe a judge (sonething never acfrieved in 400 years

of legal hbtory) and expeci to get away with iP

In court it was suggested that Mr Nadir might have tried to destabilise his own

proceedings, but how and whY?

There is ample evidence to show that Michael Francis (the informant) was in fact

well-known to the police before July 1992 and hatched the allegation during early

1991 with the help of "oifiers". Ml.Nadir had only come out of Wormwood Scrubs in

December 1g90 and would have needed a crystral ball to plan the events of the ftrture

(indeed a jtdge, i.e. Justie Tucker, was not appointed until late in 1991).

Why would Mr Nadir encompass Commissioner Wynn Jones in the so called plot?

He had never met him, dldn't know him and certrainly had nothing to gain by implicating

him. There were others, however, who at the time were plotting against the

Commissioner and were later to be successful in removing him from office, despite his

being cleared of any involvement with Mr Nadir by the then head of the DPP, Sir Allan

Green (shortly thereafter ironically replaced by Barbara Milb).

Another theory was that the plot was real and was the work of conmen and

fraudsters. The "nA evidence" factor and later "apologieS"seems to dispelthat.

The third possibility was that the "enemies" of Mr Nadir might be trying to embanass him.

This may h a little nearer to the mark, after all there has to be some logical reason for

Chief Sup Glendenning and his team earnestly investigating what was not a "hoax or a

prank" for such a long period of time, even though they were to say later they had no

evidence.

Bearing in mind the abortive raid on South Audley Management in September 1990 by

the SFO (no charges were raised from that raid), and their subsequent high profile raids

and anests, who better an "enemy"for Mr Nadir* to have than the SFO themselves?

Who better to affect a plot like that and use other established authorities to help their

cause?

They had tried all manner of questionable tactics in other cases (e.9. the David Steel
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letter covered up as an April Fool's joke). They had a "gung ho" Director in Barbara

Mills, who had made it clear that she was out to get White Collar fraud using all means

(fair or foul) including the onerous Section 2 interview procedure

She also had the power backing of the fifth floor of New Scotland Yard, which inclurded an

Ml6 rcpesentative (Derek Maynard), Special Operations (SOl & SOO - Glendenning),

and the might of the Metropolitan Police. The SFO had also seemingly won a maior

"cime busting" success in the Guinness affair (still under appeal in 1995-96) and in

1990 were steamed up and bullish about their abilities-

Polly Peck PLC was to be the next target but it all went wrong for them after the raid on

SAM. From thereon it was downhill and an arrested Mt'.Nadir, along with 25,000

shareholders, to pay a possible compensation bill of upwards of two billion pounds,

was unthinkable for the SFO-

GET NADIR was the answer!

Put him in jail on any count so that he would come to his trial already a convicted

criminal. With the help and connivance of other Government bodies, including the

Administrators and the Trustees in Bankruptcy, the SFO had built up a case to try Mr

Nadir.
.{L/ !.,'"

Their case, however, had been frustrated by Justice Tucker in that he had dismissed and

effectively reduced the 76 or so original charges to a count of 13. This came only after

much prevarication on the part of the SFO concerning the type and substance of the

charges and took over two years to finalise. Mr Nadir meanwhib had producd the Binder

Hamlyn amuntant's report on the operations in N. Cyprus to aid his defence. Early

indications were that this report, together with the weakness of the Prosecution

charges, might be decisive against the SFO mse.

As it transpired the SFO chose to reject this report.

So wfiy not try and ALLEGE that Mr Nadir was attempting to bribe the JudW.

It wouldn't h a case of actually PROVING that the Judge ACCEPTED a bribe-

All that was necessary was to show ENOUGH EVIDENCE that Mr Nadir had TRIED to

arrange to bribe the Judge. A subtle difference from actually succeeding.

lF the Prosecution could produce enough evidence that there was indeed a plot to
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bribe, then Mr Nadir would undoubtedly have gone to prison for a long time'

THEY NFARLY SUCCEEDED!

Unfortunately for them, NO further corroborating evidence was forthcoming from their

informant (Francis), and the SFO were left with one piece of unsubstantiated Photostat

"evidence" of a possible bribery attempt.

Now they were in the position of having told the court (and the press) about "senous

allegations" but had nothing to back it up.

\tu U-& \/ 
j 4/

\' -

The Proiecution (Owen), on the 6th November advised Tucker he might be interviewed

and ,his position as trial Judge might be in question. He later stated that

Glendenning's inquiries would be extended from two weeks to THREE MONTHS.

HOWEVER, at tre 15t' Deember bail hearing Glendenning sakl he had NO evidence to

support the allegation, and he NEVER had any intention of interviewing Judge Tu*t

WHATWAS GOING ON?

How could the Prosecution say on 6th November the Judge might be interviewed and

five weeks later the Police deny that intent totallyT What information were they

working on to even suggest interviewing the Judge?

W-IATWERE THE SFO TO DO NO\AN

On the 16th and 17h December hearings Owen still used the allegation accusation to

convince Tucker not to allow Mr Nadir to have his passport back, even though they

had arrested Mr Nadir and his sister (Sth November) and not questioned either of them

concerning the "serious" allegation.

On 8 March Alun Jones for the DPP entered the court and toH Tucker /about the rew

charge of CONSPIRACY, even though atthe later hearing on 29th November 1993 he was

to state that the police were "deeply sceptical" about the allegation. This did not stop him

from pressurising Tucker "tT and again as to the 'foreseeable dangers" of his

continuing to preside. He also said that the police had reached a reasonable stage to

conclude thb was not a hoax or a prank, and that he (Jones) knew a good deal more

than he could disclose about the matter.

WHAT DID HE KNOW, and if he knew something, WHO TOLD HIM?
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What was it that the Prosecution claimed to be "aperational and highly sensitive"?

What is known is that Glendenning's investigations were inconclusive and

apparently NEVER produced any further evidence.

On 30th June 1993 the Attorney General made it clear that investigations had

uncovered NO CREDIBLE evidence, to which Tucker was to later reply (29s Novemhr

1993), "l donT like'credible'-There is NO evidence".

There can be no doubt that the Prosecutbn and the DPP had utilased the unsubstantiated

evidence of one telephone call and a piece of Photostat paper (from an informant they

claim they did not know before) to "advise" the Judge over a period of six months that

he should consider the possibility of standing down. Without doubt, this continual

"advice" from such a "very high levet" put Tucker "temporarily off balance and perhaps I

shouldn't have been fold" (see 29th November 1993 hearing). His words alone show

clearly that he was destabilised by the allegations and that his iudgement of events

conceming the hearings might uelt have been afiected, e.g. particularly the issue of bail

variation, and trial date.

One of the explanations given by the Prosecution concerning the interviewing of

Tucker by the Police (see 6tr November 1992 hearing) was that they expected to hear a

negative statement from him. Yet trey did not use this qualification when they suggested

he may be interviewed.

Looking at the words directed by Owen to Tucker,

"l am obliged to mention that (interuiew) because it may M relevant to the question

of your Lodshrp's view of rcntinuing to prcside over this mattef .

\A/hy should it be relevant if they were expec'ting a negative reply?

Surely onf if Tucker had any involvement would he need to conskJer his position?

It seems, however, that the Police never asked for any statement. WHY NOT?

Why did the Prosecution wait till 8 March 1993 to accuse Tucker, Mr Nadir, Scrivener

and Wynn Jones of conspiracy, when they were "aware" of it as early as October'1992?

What was it that made them "awate"? More "na evidence"?

The transcript of the application hearing by The Independent ne$/spaper (to lift eporting
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restrictions) before Justice Tucker on 29 November 1993 - when compared to the facts as

per the pre-trial transcripts - shows only too clearly the Prosecution's (SFO) cover up of

their unfounded allegations and manipulation of Tucker. lt glosses over totally the

disruptive nature of their unprecedented activities during that six month period.

Interestingty Oren was not present, and Alun Jones ontradicted his own words spoken

during the trial period. Tucker seemed to accept without question the explanations and

apologies given by the DPP and SFO. lt is questionable why he did not press home

the fact that he himsetf had been accused - without ground - of conspiracy in his own

court by the highest authorities. Rather he brought the entire hearing - which was a

cosmetic job - to as smooth a conclusion as possible - as il by predesign?

Afun Jones said that in July 1992 Francis telephoned and gave detrimental

information about Mr Nadir but that "nothing came of that". He continued by saying that

Francis had been arrested in SEPTEMBER 1992 and that "he had in hrspossession fhe

drcunrent Y/L has seen". Shortly afterwards he describes the document as having beinf

"faund" by the Police in OCTOBER of that year. \p"" "

What document? How many documents were there? One for each month and, if so,

where are they now?

The onty "senous evidence" (spunous and grcundless) that came to light was a Photostat

piece of paper on 5 November 1992 wfrich lead to the "sudden" arrest of Mr Nadir and

his sister, nearly five weeks after being "found".

Could Jones then explain WHO the "higher level of authority" was and WHY it was

decided to anest Mr Nadir and his sister, and @in the six months of harassment, veiled

as "advice" to Justice Tuckef

The unprecedented accusations against Tucker, Mr Nadir, Anthony Scrivener and

Wynn Jones by the SFO, the DPP and the Police represent an incredible and

sinister undertaking by the Authorities to attempt to destabilise the trial, remove the

Judge, and smear Mr Nadir and his defence team with an accusation of attempting to

bribe the Jdge - in effect, to pervertthe course of justbe.

The SFO, the DPP, the Attorney General - and perhaps even higher Authorities - have

much to answer for in this matter. Perhaps Mr Robert Owen and Mr Alun Jones would

be prepared to take the stand under oath and. answer some of the searching questions
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highlighted in this document - or lead us to those who can?

Moving on to February 1996 it is unbelievabb to note that the same judge, Justice Richard

Tucker, was to preside over the trial of Elizabeth Forsyth at which she was found guilty

on two counts of knowingly handling stolen goods (money).

Tucker sentenced her to a DISPROPORTIONATE 5 years in prison on each count, to

run concurrently.

On 30 January 1996 at Forsyth's Appeal one of the Appeal judges, Lord Justice

Befdam" said "fhrs sentence cannot stand", and immediately released Forsyth on bail.

Did Tucker see Asil Nadir in front of him during that trial and sentencing?

Had he come to his own conclusions as to Nadir's guilt or othenrvise prior to Elizabeth

Forsyth's trial?

Was his objectivity impaired by his experience of presiding over the Nadir trial in

addition to the Authorities' unfounded accusations of bribery and conspiracy?

Had he somehow been convinced by these same Authorities that Asil Nadir was in fact
behind the allegations and, therefore, entered Forsyth's trial with preconceived ideas?

Tucker and the Prosecuting Authorities appear to have a lot of questions to answer
concerning these abuses and irregularities.

The ultimate question must be ... "if the SFO's case againsf As/ Nadir was sound why did
it need to embark on such a dangerous, nnprecedented and scandalous course of
action which could only resuft, as indeed it did, in the destruction of the naturcl course of
justice"?
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